In this paper the influence of circular saw blade rotation, slot shapes and number of slots on its natural frequencies and critical speeds is investigated. Firstly, the governing equation that describes the transverse vibrations of a stationary circular plate clamped at its centre is derived using Hamilton's principle and based on KirchhoffLove plate theory and von Karman strain theory. The results are then compared with the ones obtained using FEM method and the FEM method is then applied to the real circular saw blade model. Finally, influence of slot shapes and number of slots on natural frequencies and critical speeds is investigated.
INTRODUCTION
The circular plates are used in many industries and consumer tools and electronics such as circular saw blades, hard drives, CDs, DVDs, blue ray disks, etc. so detailed investigation of dynamic characteristics is necessary in order to prevent failure. The vibration analysis of spinning circular plates is a very complicated problem, which requires good understanding of physical phenomena in general, and good knowledge of mathematics in order to encapsulate and solve the problem. Kirchhoff developed the plate theory in order to investigate the free vibrations of spinning disks. In [1] the Kirchhoff analysis is extended to include rotational inplane stresses in case of freely spinning disks and in [2] this approach is applied to the analysis of centrally clamped disk. In [3] the analysis of circular disk clamped at its centre is carried out using the power-series solution of the Eigen functions. In [4] critical speeds are obtained for a uniform elastic disk at which a disk is unable to support arbitrary spatially fixed transverse loads. The effect of elastic foundation on vibrations of spinning disk is also investigated and showed that it raises the critical speed. In [5] the system of flexible spinning disk with a stationary load is analysed and derivatives of eigenvalues are obtained with respect to certain parameters in the system. In [6] the governing equation is derived that describes linear and nonlinear vibrations of spinning disk model and in [7] only linear transverse vibrations of spinning disk model are analysed.
In [8] the influence of slot length of rectangular shaped slots and heat caused by cutting on natural vibrations of circular saw blade is analysed. In [9] the numerical optimization of circular saw was carried out and among other things Southwell method was used in order to generate Campbell diagram.
In this paper the governing equation which describes free transverse vibrations of stationary circular plate clamped at its centre is derived using Hamilton's principle, based on Kirchhoff-Love plate theory and von Karman strain theory. This method is used in order to obtain the natural frequencies of circular plate and the results are compared to FEM model of circular plate. Since an analytical approach is appropriate for simple models such as circular plate for the analysis of circular saw blades it is better to use FEM method in order to obtain natural frequencies because of complex geometry. Finally, the influence of slot shape on natural frequencies and critical speed is investigated and for this analysis three commonly used slot shapes are modelled and these slot shapes are: rectangular, hook and S shaped slots. The influence of number of slots on natural frequencies and critical speeds is investigated. 
VIBRATIONS OF STATIONARY CIRCULAR PLATES CLAMPED AT ITS CENTRE
Circular saw blades are an assembly which consists of two parts: disk and teeth. For vibration analysis, the model can be simplified as a circular plate which is free on outer radius and clamped on inner radius. The circular disk clamped at its centre with inner radius a and outer radius b is shown in Fig. 1 .
The procedure of deriving differential equation is well documented in the literature [6] and [7] and consists of defining the terms for kinetic and potential energy. Depending on which forces act on the disk there are two terms inside the potential energy that is: strain energy or a work done by internal forces and the work done by external forces. If there are no external forces that are acting on circular plate then the strain energy is the only potential energy part. [6] concludes that strain energy is the same for stationary and spinning circular plate while the kinetic energy part is the one that makes major influence in developing the differential equation which describes the phenomenon of spinning disk. After the development of strain and kinetic energy, the terms are all put together in Hamilton's principle or principle of least action. In general, it is a variation of the Lagrangian function after which the following equation is derived: 
where: 
in which n and m represent the number of nodal diameters and circles, respectively. The coefficients A m,n , B m,n , C m,n and D m,n are the mode shape coefficients, which are determined by the boundary conditions. J n and Y n are the Bessel functions of the first kind and the second kind, respectively, while I n and K n are modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind, and λ m,n is the dimensionless frequency parameter which is also determined by the boundary conditions. The dimensionless frequency parameter is related to the natural frequency by:
In the case of the clamped inner edge, the boundary conditions are:
at .
r a =
The boundary conditions for the outer edge: 
at r = b, where M r and M rθ are the bending and twisting moments and Q r is transverse shear force. In case of classical plate theory, the in-plane boundary conditions are not applied and have no effect on natural vibrations.
For this analysis, the AISI 304 material is used. The geometry parameters and material characteristics of annular plate are given in Tab. 1.
The calculation of the linear vibrations of circular plates clamped at their centres was carried out and the results of the analysis are shown in Tab. 2. 
MODELLING AND FEM ANALYSIS OF CIRCULAR SAW BLADES
The vibration of circular saw blades represents a critical aspect for a safe and precise manufacturing [10] [11] [12] [13] , especially in modern cutting tool processing, where uncommon materials [14] or controlling solutions [15] are frequently adopted. It can be investigated by Finite Element Method comparing simulations and measures. In several papers (as the previous [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ) the analysis of spinning circular saw blades is analysed using different numerical approaches and different types of loads acting on the systems. None of those papers compared natural frequencies with the frequencies obtained using a FEM method. In addition, it is very difficult to perform the analysis using rotor dynamics software such as Ansys, Femap NX Nastran [16, 17] . In rotor dynamics the Campbell diagrams are usually obtained using fixed reference frame since the most common analysed models are made from rotating and non-rotating parts. For the rotor dynamic analysis of structures such as hard disks, CDs, DVDs and circular saw blades the rotating reference frame is used since the whole structure is rotating. The problem arises in [18] detailing a procedure of obtaining Campbell diagram because some of commercial FEM software is unable to obtain critical speed of the rotating structure in rotating reference frame.
After modal analysis is carried out for a model of circular plate clamped at its centre using FEM method and the natural frequencies are obtained the results are compared with the previously used analytical model. Then the procedure of constructing Campbell diagram or diagram that shows the variation of natural frequencies by spinning speed applied on the circular disk clamped at its centre is extended to the real circular saw blades and investigation of slot shapes and number of slots on natural frequencies and critical speed is analysed.
Modal Analysis of Stationary Circular Plate Clamped at Its Centre
Modal analysis is used to determine the vibration characteristics such as natural frequencies and mode shape of a structure. For this analysis, the circular plate is modelled according to data presented in Tab. 1. To define the finite element model the element size is 0.001 and the plate elements are used to mesh the model. Since the disk is centrally clamped the constraints are applied to the inner radius of the circular plate. The results of eigenvalue analysis, obtained using the FEM method, are given in Tab. 3. In previous table, the number of nodal diameters and nodal circles defines the modal shapes. The nodal diameters are lines on circular plate, which remain stationary during the vibration cycle, and the nodal circles are concentric circles which remain stationary during the vibration cycle. The nodal circles and nodal diameters are shown in Fig. 2. 
Variation of Natural Frequencies by Circular Disk Rotation
In this paper to obtain the Campbell diagram the FEM analysis is used to obtain natural frequencies for the stationary circular disk. After the natural frequencies are obtained they are categorized based on their nodal diameter and nodal circles. To construct Campbell diagram, based on literature [1, 2, 9] speed depending frequency, backward and forward traveling wave and critical speeds are calculated.
The speed depending frequency is calculated from the following expression:
where λ is a factor that accounts for mode shape and can be calculated using the number of nodal diameters n and the Poisson ratio v as follows:
Forward and backward traveling waves are calculated from the following expressions:
.
The critical speed of each mode can be calculated using the following expression:
Based on the previous expressions and the natural frequencies obtained using FEM method or analytical method the speed depending frequencies, forward and backward traveling waves and critical speeds are calculated and shown in Fig. 3 and Tab. 4. In Tab.4 index f denotes forward travelling wave and the b denotes backward traveling wave.
Modal Analysis of Stationary Circular Saw Blade Clamped at Its Centre
Today there are many types of saw blades and each saw blade is specially designed to provide the best results in a particular cutting operation. The saw blades are able to get specialized blades for ripping lumber, crosscutting lumber, cutting plywood and panels. As mentioned before circular saw blades are made of two parts the first part being circular disk, which is usually made from steel and the teeth, which are made of tungsten carbide or titanium carbide. In production of circular saw blades, the tungsten carbide and the circular disk are joined through the process of brazing. The reason for using tungsten carbide or titanium carbide is that it will stay sharper longer than other materials and can be exposed to higher temperatures. There are also combination blades, which are designed to work in two or more types of cuts such as blades designed for crosscut and rip. General-purpose blades are designed as the name states for various types of cuts. Number of teeth plays important role in cutting operation. The blades with more teeth will give smoother cut while the blades with fewer teeth remove material much faster. Gullet is the space in front of each tooth to allow chip removal. When ripping the material, the feed rate is much faster so the chip size is much bigger and this demands that circular saw must have bigger gullets in order to handle a large amount of material. Crosscutting blades produce smaller chips so gullet is much smaller. Circular saw blade is modelled according to data presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 and in Tab. 5. From Tab. 6 it can be concluded that the analytical method used in this paper gives good results when compared with FEM method of centrally clamped circular disk. Although due to more complicated geometry of circular saw blade geometry greater deviation in natural frequency was expected, analytical results are in good agreement with the FEM results of circular saw blade.
The results of natural frequencies obtained using FEM method and analytical method are shown in Tab. 6. From Tab. 6 it is obvious that the first analytical method gives good results when compared to FEM method for annular plate and circular saw blade. Since the circular saw blade has more complex geometry, it is obvious that the frequencies will differ from circular plate and analytical method. After the natural frequencies are obtained for circular saw blade, the Campbell diagram can be constructed and critical speeds can be calculated based on Eqs. (9), (11), (12) and (13) . The results are shown in Fig. 5 and Tab. 7. Technical Gazette 25, 1(2018), 10-17 The critical speeds of circular saw blade are a little lower than the critical speeds of an annular plate due to different material and geometry. 
INFLUENCE OF SLOT SHAPE AND NUMBER OF SLOTS ON VARIATION OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES
According to [8] slot length influences the reduction of natural frequencies. In this paper the aim is to analyse the influence of different slot shapes on natural frequencies and critical speeds of circular saw blades. Today various manufactures produce circular saw blades with different slot shapes. For these analysis three types of slots, shapes are selected and these slots are: rectangular shaped slot, hook shaped and S-shape slot. The slot dimensions are shown in Fig. 7 .
For each investigation of a slot shape on natural frequencies and critical speeds the models of circular saw were created starting from a model without slots and then the model with 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 slots. So there is total of 16 models of circular saw blade analysed. Applying the same procedure as before the natural frequencies are obtained for all models, Campbell diagrams are constructed and critical speeds are calculated. First, the influence of slot shape and number of slots on natural frequencies is investigated. In Fig. 8 the comparison of natural frequencies is shown. The influence of slot shapes and number of slots can be seen on higher natural frequencies i.e. mode shapes that have three or four nodal diameters.
As seen in Fig. 8 and according to [8] denotation NT means nodal type and ANT means anti-nodal type. Nodal type is a type of mode shape in which nodal diameter goes through the slots and the anti-nodal type denotes type of mode shape in which nodal diameter is at angle with slots. In Fig. 9 the nodal and anti-nodal modal shapes are shown. The letter R denotes the rectangular form of slot shape, H denotes hook slot shape and the S denotes the S form of a slot shape.
In Fig. 8 only the lower natural frequencies are categorized because when analysing the model with multiple slots the mode shapes are difficult to categorize based on the number of nodal diameters and nodal circles. In Fig. 10 the complex mode shape is shown to illustrate the difficulty of determining the mode shape. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the governing equation, which describes the free transverse vibrations of a stationary circular plate clamped at its centre, is derived using Hamilton's principle, based on Kirchhoff-Love plate theory and von Karman strain theory. It can be concluded that the analytical method here used provides valid results when compared with FEM method of centrally clamped circular disk as well as in the case of more complicated geometry of blades. It is noteworthy that the most common FEM software on the market is not able to offer appropriate results, even in the simple estimation of critical speeds. Therefore the following procedure for calculation is proposed: first natural frequencies obtained by FEM method are used as a starting point and then the influence of the rotational speed on natural frequencies is investigated following the procedure detailed in [18] .
The influence of three different slot shapes and the number of slots on natural frequencies and critical speeds is also investigated. For this purpose 16 models of circular saw blades with different slot shapes such as rectangular, hook and S-shaped slots, as well as number of slots are analysed. Using greater number of slots in circular saw blade decreases the values of natural frequencies as well as critical speeds. Additionally the analyses showed that the most influential slot shape on natural frequencies and critical speeds is hook shaped slots.
This research can be extended involving relevant aspects as the nonlinear vibrations of woodworking band saws [19] , with the general aim at providing a technical overview on circular saw blades in woodworking industry [20] .
